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Abstract 
Montana, J.L.. L.M. Pardo and R. Ramanakoraisina, An extension of Warren’s lower bounds 
for approximations, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 87 (1993) 2.5-2.58. 
This note reflects an extension of the methods of H.E. Warren for obtaining lower bounds for 
approximations of a compact class of continuous functions. We extend his lower bounds to 
approximants parametrized by a function with Nash specializations. The size of the parametri- 
zation is measured both in terms of the complexity of the Nash specialization and the non-scalar 
cost of the graph of the parametrization. 
1. Introduction 
In his seminal paper of 1968 [5], Warren used techniques from real algebraic 
geometry (counting the number of connected components of an algebraic set) to 
show lower bounds for approximations of compact classes of continuous func- 
tions. More concretely, Warren studied lower bounds for the deviation of K from 
F, D(K, F), where K,F are subsets of the Banach algebra (C(M), 11.1/,), of 
continuous functions on a compact topological space M. The deviation D(K, F), 
for a compact subset K of C(M), measures the precision to which F approximates 
K and it is defined by 
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In order to get lower bounds of D(K, F), Warren chooses natural extensions of 
polynomials, F c C(M) is a class of functions parametrized by a polynomial 
PEC(M)[T,,..., T,,]. He measures the size of the approximant, F, in terms of 
two classical measures of complexity of polynomials, d = deg(P) and the dimen- 
sion of the space of parameters R”. 
Thus, he is able to show lower bounds for D(K, F) in terms of (K, d, n). 
Our attempt in this note will be the extension of his lower bounds for larger 
classes of approximants and other measures of size of the parametrization. The 
approximants, F, will be classes of functions on M parametrized by a continuous 
function @ : R” X M+ IR with Nash specializations, i.e. @(-, y) : Et”-+ IF! is Nash 
for x E M. 
The size of the parametrization of this kind will be measured in terms of the 
dimension of the space of parameters, ~1, and the complexity of the specializations 
@(-7 Y). 
For the very particular case M to be a compact Nash submanifold of Rx, we add 
to the parametrization @ the condition ‘to be Nash’. Then, we are able to show 
Warren’s lower bound in terms of K, n and the non-scalar cost of the graph of #. 
2. Ground tools and statement of lower bounds 
In order to be more precise in describing the main goal of this note, let U be an 
open semialgebraic subset of R”. A Nash function on U is a C”-semialgebraic 
function or, equivalently, a C”-function, algebraic over the ring of polynomials 
R[X, t. . , X,,]. In the sequel, N(U) denotes the ring of Nash functions over U. 
The complexity of an element p E N(U) is defined as the minimum degree of 
all non-zero polynomials p(T,, . . , T,,, Y) E R[T,, . . T,,, Y] such that the 
graph of cp : U + R is contained in the algebraic set 
{(x,, . ..1 x,,,y)ER’If’: p(x ,,...,x,,,y)=0}. 
Assume M to be a compact space and a continuous function @ : W x M+ R. 
We define the family of continuous functions over M parametrized by @ by fixing 
the coordinates in 5%” as 
F(@)={@(x,-):M*R:xER”}. 
We shall say that the family of functions F(Q) has Nash specializations of 
complexity 5d if the functions @(-, y) : 58” + 52 are Nash functions of complexity 
bounded by d. These families of functions strictly include those used in [5] for 
obtaining lower bounds of Stone-Weierstrass. 
In terms of algebraic complexity theory, the non-scalar cost of a semialgebraic 
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function f : A + B, where A C Rp and B C R" are semialgebraic sets, is defined as 
the maximum number of non-scalar operations needed to determine if a given 
point x E W+‘I belongs to the graph of f. Recall from [2] that a non-scalar 
operation is either a test (i.e. a comparison of a rational function g with 0 of the 
type g > 0, g z 0, g = 0) or an arithmetical operation * E {X, +} not involving 
constants if it is a product x , without constant denominator if it is a division +. 
For non-negative integers n,d E N and a compact subset K of C(M) we shall 
denote 
where F(Q) runs over all families of functions with Nash specializations on Iw” of 
complexity sd. 
Observe that A,,,,,(K) 5 D,,,d(K), where D,,.d(K) is the invariant introduced in 
]51. 
Our search for lower bounds of A,,,,,(K) leads to the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. For a compact subset K of C(M) and a non-negative integer 
m E N, the invariant h‘(K, m) will be defined as the supremum of all real numbers 
(Y E [w, (Y 2 0, such that there are points y,, . , y,,, E M satisfying: 
For every sign sequence F = (E, , . . . , E,,~) E { -1, + l}m there is f in K such that 
e;f(y,)rafori=l,..., m. 
Then, in Section 4 we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.2. For any compact space M and for any compact subset K of C(M) 
we have for d 2 2 
A,,.,(K) 2 WC m) 
for every m 2 [8. (n + 1). (2n - l)logzd] + 1, where [8. (II + 1). (2n - l)log,d] is 
the greatest integer ~8. (n + 1). (2n - l)log,d. 
Now, for K and m as in the definition above, we measure the fact that K 
contains functions of arbitrary oscillations about zero on (x,, . . , x,,,) E M”’ by 
means of 
and from Theorem 2.2, noting as in (51 that R(K, x,, . , x,,) 5 N(K, m), we get 
the following: 
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Corollary 2.3. With the above notations, for d 2 2, 
A,,JK) 2 R(K, m) = sup{fl(K, x,, . . . ,x,,): (x,, . . . 1x,,,) E A4”‘} 
for every rn I> [8. (n + 1). (2n - l)logzd] + 1. q 
Corollary 2.4. With the above notations, if M C R” is a Nash submanifold and 
@ : R” x M --> R is u Nash function of non-scalar cost 5 h, we have 
D(K, F(Q)) 2 h‘(K, m) 
foreverymr16.(n+1).(2n-l).h+l 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is shown using close techniques to that used by 
Warren and Shapiro (cf. [4]), by looking for upper bounds to the cardinal of the 
set 
where cp = (cp,, . . . , cp,,) is a Nash mapping cp : [w”-+ [w”‘, E = (F,, . . , E,,,) E 
(-1, +l}“’ are sign conditions and sgn,(cp) is the semialgebraic set given by 
{x E R”: sgncp,(x) = E,}. Th‘ IS is done in Section 3, noting that this number is less 
than or equal to the number of connected components of 
nz 
Iv - t_l {x E R”: q,(x) = 0) 
,=I 
and using a version of Milnor-Thorn’s theorem for Nash functions shown in [3]. 
3. Partitions by Nash sets 
In this section, 17 will denote an open connected semialgebraic subset of Iw”. By 
a Nash set in U we mean the zero set of a finite number of Nash functions on U, 
i.e. the semialgebraic subsets V & U such that there is a finite number of Nash 
functions over Vi, cp, , , ‘p,, E N(U) satisfying the equality V= {x E U : q,(x) = 
. . . = 
‘p,,(x) = 0). 
First of all, recall from (51 the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a connected topological n-manifold, and let M, , . . , M, be 
connected (n - 1)-manifolds embedded in M such that: 
(i) the M, are topologically closed and locally flat in M, 
(ii) the intersection of any given j of the M, is either empty or it is an 
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(n - j)-manifold that has finitely many connected components and it is locally flat 
in the intersection of any j - 1 of the given Mi, 
(iii) any intersection of more than II of the M, is empty. 
Let b, be the number of connected components among all intersections of any j 
of the M, with M. 
Under these hypotheses the set M - u:=, Mi has at most C I=(, b, connected 
components. 0 
Lemma 3.2 (cf. [3]). Let V be a Nash set defined by equations ‘p, = 0, . , ‘p,,, = 0, 
where ‘p, E N(U) is of complexity sd. Then the sum of the Betti numbers of V is 
bounded above by 4 . [2”‘+’ . dm]‘n-‘. 
Definition 3.3. Let ‘p,, . . , q,,, be Nash functions on U. The Nash set Vdefined by 
the equations { 9, = 0.. . , ‘p,,, = 0} will be called regular with respect to these 
equations if at each point x E V the gradient vectors of cp,. . . , cp,,, are linearly 
independent. If m > n, V will be said to be regular if it is empty. 
Fori=l,..., nz denote by V, the Nash set defined by the zero set of ‘p,. The 
familyofNashsets{V:i=l,..., m} is said to be in regular configuration if any 
intersection of j of them is regular with respect to the corresponding equations 
from {cp,=O ,..., cp,,,=O}, forj=l,..., m. 
Now, for a Nash function cp on I/ and cy E 58, we denote in the following 
proposition by V, the Nash set in U defined by the equation {q(x) = CY}. 
Proposition 3.4. With the above notations, given Nash functions ‘p,, . . , cp,,, over 
U, one can choose real numbers (Y,, . . , a,,, such that the family {V,, , V, } is in 
regular configuration and every connected component of Ii - d:, {x E U: 
q,(x) = 0) contains one of the connected components of 
u-[(wu(“v-..]]. 
I 
Proposition 3.4 is a consequence of the following two technical lemmas: 
Lemma 3.5. Let cp be a Nash function on U and the Nash set V= {x E U: 
‘p, (x) = ’ . . = q,,(x) = O}. If V is regular or V = U, then for all but finitely many 
real numbers CY, the Nash set defined by the equations { cp = cy, Q,(X) = . . . = 
p,,,(x) = 0} is regular. 
Proof. The only interesting case is the one given by m 5 tz. In this case, a classical 
argument based on Sard’s theorem and the semialgebricity of the critical values of 
cp over V, will give its finiteness and the desired result. q 
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Lemma 3.6. Let cp be a Nash function on I/, then there is 6 > 0 such that for every 
(~E(O,~)everycomponentofU-{cp=O}containsoneofU-{~cp(=a}. 
Proof. Let C,, . . . , C, be the connected components of U - { cp = O}. Take a point 
a,EC,, for i=l,...,t. Put fi=min,)cp(a,)j. Note that p>O. If O<a<peach 
component Cj contains points of U - (1~1 = CY} since cp(a,) > (Y. Thus, there is a 
componentJof U-{lcpl= }’ t (Y m ersecting C,. As cp does not change of sign over 
J, C, must contains 1. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. It follows, from the two lemmas above, by finite 
induction using an analogous argument as in [5]. Suppose that LY,, . . , ak have 
been determined, choose p as in Lemma 3.6 with (ok+, in the role of cp and 
U - U i {IqI = a,} in the role of U. Choose (Ye+, E (0, /3) such that the hyper- 
surfaces {V,, V,,}, for i = I,. . . , k + 1 form a regular configuration. Such a 
choice is possible’because the number of intersections to consider is finite and 
because all intersections among {Vcr,, V_,,}, for i = 1, . . , k are regular. 0 
Next we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.7. Let M and M’ be analytic manifolds. If M is a regular submanifold of 
M’, then M is locally flat in M’. q 
Lemma 3.8. Let ‘p,, . , ‘p,,, be Nash functions on U, and let C,, . ,C, be the 
connected components among all the V = {x E (WI’: q,(x) = O}, for i = 1, . . , m. If 
the family {V,} is in regular configuration, then: 
(i) The C, are topologically closed and locally flat in U. 
(ii) The intersection of any j of the Ci is either empty or it is an (n - j)-manifold 
with finitely many connected components and is locally flat in the intersection of 
any j-l of the C,. 
(iii) The intersection of more than n of the Ci is empty. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the facts that the q, are continuous, the C, 
are topologically closed in V, and the V, are regular submanifolds of U. The 
finiteness of the number of connected components follows from the semialge- 
braicity of the considered sets. For the local flatness put C = n :=, C, and 
C(i) = nk,; c, and note that C is a regular submanifold of C(i). The third 
statement follows directly from the regular configuration premise. 0 
Theorem 3.9. Let ‘p, , . , p,,, Nash functions of complexity Ed be defined on U. 
Then the number of connected components of U - U:l, {X E U: q,(x) = 0) is 
bounded above by 
(2 
,I+, .d,l)z,r-I i ; 
i 1 .2”. !% =(I 
O=Y 
T 5 ,-"iLP. ,+,,z)-;,z.~'l~,_,,i(,.P. , +,,z) 5 Y I, 
Bu!u!mqo 6’~ rua.coaqL u! 
uo!ssa.tdxa aq, 01 E z N 31 ,&/a) > iN/P uo!leur!xo.Idde 
%upgs aql lC[dde UID am ‘MON 'Sp~oq 41yya wSaJ aql E>(I - UZ)(I + u) 
31 .las anoqe aql30 wauoduIo3 pavauuoz aql uo U&S a%eqD you op iCaq1 pue sno 
-nu!luoD ale ‘d, aql asnwaq (0 = (x)‘h :,,H 3 x} ‘;:n - ,,a las aql 30 swauodwo3 
paiDauuos 30 Jaqumu aqi /cq aizoqe papunoq s! laqurnu s!ql wqi alou ls.ud *Joo.rd 
(I - UZ)(I + u) 
(I-~Gz)(I-+“~ UP av 
paa~xa IOU saop 0 # ch ‘~18s nays yms ,,{ 1 ‘I- } 3 3 samanbas 
u8,s 40 AaqLunu az/1 ‘(I - UZ)(I + u) z 2.u 11 ‘(“d ‘ . . . “h) = d AOJ ‘12 p lSOU 
IV aa.&p Jo 2/ma ‘,,a uo pauz&p suoymn~ ~SVN aq ‘“h ‘ . ’ ‘ Id, lay ‘1.t uo!~!sodo~d 
(x)~‘“v ~03 spunoq _xahkoq y7 
0 =wo3 wal aql PUN ,z. ( ,", ), _&I), +.z> 5 “9 wi Z’E Emma7 
Bu!lCIdde aas am ‘MON mutual leql u! yq sralaumed aql punoq 01 ST op 01 amq aM 
11~ pur? paysyes am 1 ‘E muwa? 30 sasaqlodAq aql 8’~ suma u10.13 ‘uo~mnQuo~ 
_w@?aJ u! s! 4!u14 s!q$ sv .[(‘“-A ‘n) n (‘“A In)] - 0 4y1e3 aql 30 sluauodwo3 
paiDauuo3 30 laqumu aqi punoq 01 q8noua s! 11 P’S uog!sodoJd icg *Joord 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. We follow the notations stated in Section 2. Let m be a 
non-negative integer m 2 [S(n + 1)(2n - l)log,d] + 1. The only interesting case to 
analyze is h‘(K, m) > 0. Thus, let a < K(K, m) be any positive real number 
satisfying Definition 2.1. Let F(Q) be a family in C(M), parametrized by the 
continuous function @ : R” x M--+ R with Nash specializations of complexity s_d. 
Consider the Nash functions ‘p, = @(-, y,) : R” + R. By Corollary 4.2 there exists 
a sign sequence E E { - 1, + l}“’ such that sgn,cp = 61, where cp = (q, , . , cp,,,). Let 
us take fin K satisfying of Definition 2.1, that is E, j( y,) 2 cy, for i = 1, , m. 
Note that for every x E R”, there is i E { 1, . . . , m} such that ]f( y,) - q,(x)) 2 (Y. 
Then, (1 S(f) - ~p(x)((~,,, 2 (Y and, finally, we have 
where (I.11 Rt,, is the product norm on R”’ and S is the linear operator defined by 
S(f) = (f(y,)>. . 3 f(~,,,)h Th us, the theorem follows from the definition of 
A,,,,(K). 0 
Proof of Corollary 2.4. It is enough to apply Theorem 2.2 and to see that if the 
non-scalar cost of @ is sd then @ has Nash specializations @(-, y) of complexity 
54”. To show this, observe that one can find polynomials P,(X,, . . , X,,, 
Y, , . , YA, Z), . , P ,(X, , . . , X,, , Y, , . . . Y, . Z) describing the graph of @ 
with s 5 2” and degree bounded by 2”. Now, we can apply [ 1, Proposition 2.3.11, 
obtaining a semialgebraic partition A,. . . A,, of W x M such that for every 
i= 1,. , p there is a polynomial P,(X,, . . . , X,,, Y,, . , Yk, Z) satisfying 
P,(x, y, @(x, y)) = 0 and P,(x, y, z) # 0 for every (x, y) E A;. For every y E Ad 
consider the polynomial P,.(X,, . . , X,,, Y,, . . , Y,, Z) given by the product of 
the P, such that A, meets R” x {y}. This polynomial satisfies P,.(X,, . , X,,, y, 
Z) # 0 and P,,(x, y, @(x, y)) = 0 for every x E R”. Finally, observe that P,, has 
degree bounded by 4”. 0 
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